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Structure-preserving model reduction of complex physical systems
A.J. van der Schaft, R.V. Polyuga
Abstract—Port-based network modeling of complex physical
systems naturally leads to port-Hamiltonian system models.
This motivates the search for structure-preserving model re-
duction methods, which allow one to replace high-dimensional
port-Hamiltonian system components by reduced-order ones.
In this paper we treat a family of structure-preserving reduc-
tion methods for port-Hamiltonian systems, and discuss their
relation with projection-based reduction methods for DAEs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The standard way to model large-scale physical systems is
network modeling. In this method the overall system is de-
composed into (possibly many) interconnected subsystems.
Network modeling has many advantages in terms of, e.g.,
reusability of subsystem models (libraries), flexibility (coarse
models of subsystems may be replaced by more refined ones,
leaving the rest of the system modeling untouched), hier-
archical modeling, and control (by adding new subsystems
as control components). In port-based network modeling
the overall system is decomposed into subsystems which
are interconnected to each other through (vector) pairs of
variables, whose product is the power exchanged between
the subsystems. This approach is especially useful for the
systematic modeling of multi-physics systems, where the sub-
systems belong to different physical domains (mechanical,
electrical, hydraulic, etc.).
Since the beginning of the 1990s it has been realized
[13], [5], [15] that the mathematical models arising from
port-based network modeling have a geometric structure,
which can be regarded as a generalization of the geomet-
ric formulation of analytical mechanics into its Hamilto-
nian form. These geometric dynamical system models have
been called port-Hamiltonian systems [13], [15], [6]. Port-
Hamiltonian systems are compositional in the sense that
any (power-conserving) interconnection of port-Hamiltonian
systems is again port-Hamiltonian. Furthermore, it has be-
come apparent, see e.g, [14], that port-Hamiltonian sys-
tems modeling extends to distributed-parameter and mixed
lumped- and distributed-parameter physical systems, while
approaches havr been initiated that deal with the structure-
preserving spatial discretization of distributed-parameter
port-Hamiltonian systems.
The state space dimension of mathematical models arising
from network modeling easily becomes very large; think
e.g. of electrical circuits, multi-body systems, or the spatial
discretization of distributed-parameter systems. Thus there is
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an immediate need for model reduction methods. However,
since we want the reduced-order models again to be intercon-
nectable to other (sub-)systems, we want to retain the port-
Hamiltonian structure of the reduced-order systems. Thus
the problem arises of structure-preserving model reduction
of port-Hamiltonian systems.
Port-Hamiltonian systems are necessarily passive if the
Hamiltonian (stored energy) is bounded from below. Hence
the structure-preserving model reduction of port-Hamiltonian
systems encapsulates passivity-preserving model reduction,
which has been a topic of intense research activity over the
last few years [1], [12]. On the other hand, port-Hamiltonian
system modeling encodes more structural information about
the physical system than just passivity (for example, the pres-
ence of conservation laws). In fact, port-Hamiltonian systems
modeling can be regarded to bridge the gap between passive
system models and explicit physical network realizations
(such as electrical circuits).
II. PORT-HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS
First main ingredient in the definition of a port-
Hamiltonian system is the notion of a Dirac structure which
relates the power variables of the composing elements of the
system in a power-conserving manner. The power variables
always appear in conjugated pairs (such as voltages and
currents, or generalized forces and velocities), and therefore
take their values in dual linear spaces.
Definition 2.1: [?] Let F be a linear space with dual space
E := F∗, and duality product denoted as < e | f >= e(f) ∈
R, with f ∈ F and e ∈ E . In vector notation we simply
write the duality product as eT f . We call F the space of
flow variables, and E = F∗ the space of effort variables.
Define on F × E the following indefinite bilinear form
 (f1, e1), (f2, e2)=< e1 | f2 > + < e2 | f1 >,
A subspace D ⊂ F × E is a constant1 Dirac structure if
D = D⊥, where D⊥ is the orthogonal complement of D
with respect to the indefinite bilinear form  ·, · .
Remark 2.2: It can be shown [?], [6], [5] that in the case
of a finite-dimensional linear space F a Dirac structure D is
equivalently characterized as a subspace such that eT f =
< e | f >= 0 for all (f, e) ∈ D, together with dimD =
dimF . The property < e | f >= 0 for all (f, e) ∈ D
corresponds to power conservation.
A port-Hamiltonian system is defined as follows. We start
with a Dirac structure D on the space of all flow and effort
1For the definition of Dirac structures on manifolds we refer to e.g. [5].
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variables involved:
D ⊂ Fx × Ex ×FR × ER ×FP × EP (1)
The space Fx × Ex is the space of flow and effort variables
corresponding to the energy-storing elements (to be defined
later on), the space FR × ER denotes the space of flow and
effort variables of the resistive elements, while FP × EP is
the space of flow and effort variables corresponding to the
external ports (or sources).
The constitutive relations for the energy-storing elements
are defined as follows. Let the Hamiltonian H : X → R
denote the total energy at the energy-storage elements with
state variables x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn); i.e., the total energy
is given as H(x). In the sequel we will throughout take
X = Fx, but X may also denote an n-dimensional manifold
(in which case Fx is the tangent space to this manifold X
at the state x). Then the constitutive relations are given as2
x˙ = −fx, ex = ∂H
∂x
(x) (2)






(x)x˙ = −eTx fx, (3)
The constitutive relations for the resistive elements are given
as
fR = −F (eR), (4)
for some function F satisfying eTRF (eR) > 0 for all eR 6= 0.
This implies that
eTRfR = −eTRF (eR) < 0, (5)
and that power is always dissipated. For example, linear
resistive elements are given as fR = −ReR, R = RT > 0.
Definition 2.3: Consider a Dirac structure (1), a Hamil-
tonian H : X → R with constitutive relations (2), and a
resistive relation fR = −F (eR) as in (5). Then the dynamics
of the resulting port-Hamiltonian system is given as
(−x˙(t), ∂H
∂x
(x(t)),−F (eR(t)), eR(t), fP (t), eP (t)) ∈ D
(6)
It follows [15], [6] from the power-conservation property of
Dirac structures and (3) and (5) that
d
dt
H = −eTRF (eR) + eTP fP ≤ eTP fP (7)
thus showing passivity if H is bounded from below.
A. DAE representations of port-Hamiltonian systems
In general the conditions (6) will define a set of
differential-algebraic equations (DAEs). Indeed, any Dirac
structure D ⊂ Fx × Ex × FR × ER × FP × EP can be
represented by a linear set of equations involving all the
effort and flow variables [13], [5], [15], [6]
Fxfx + Exex + FRfR + EReR + FP fP + EP eP = 0
2The vector ∂H
∂x
(x) of partial derivatives of H will throughout be denoted
as a column vector.
















Fx FR FP Ex ER EP
]
= nx + nR + np
(8)
where nx = dimFx, nR = dimFR, nP = dimFP . By sub-
stitution of (2) and (5) it follows that any port-Hamiltonian




(x)−FRF (eR)+EReR+FP fP+EP eP (9)
Under general conditions [3] we can solve from these
equations for eR, thus leaving a set of DAEs in the state
variables x involving the external port-variables fP , eP .
Furthermore, there always exists [6] a hybrid partitioning of
the port-variables fP , eP into input variables ui = fPi, i ∈
K,ui = ePi, i /∈ K, and complementary output variables
yi = ePi, i ∈ K, yi = fPi, i /∈ K, for some subset
K ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , nP }. For other useful representations of
port-Hamiltonian systems, as well as for the way to transform
one representation into another we refer to [5], [15], [6].
Various pole/zero-dynamics, which inherit the port-
Hamiltonian structure, can be defined for a port-Hamiltonian
system. The simplest possibilities are the ones corresponding
to constraining either fP or eP to zero, while leaving the
rest of the external port-variables free. This results in a port-
Hamiltonian dynamics without external port variables. For
example, if we impose the constraint eP = 0 (while leaving




(x)− LFRF (eR) + LEReR (10)
where L is any matrix of maximal rank satisfying LFP = 0.
Indeed, it can be shown [3] that the equations LFxfx +
LExex + LFRfR + LEReR = 0 define the reduced Dirac
structure
Dred ⊂ Fx × Ex ×FR × ER,
which results from interconnection of the original Dirac
structure D with the Dirac structure on the space of external
port variables FP×EP defined by eP = 0 (see [3] for further
information).
The choice fP = 0 is similar, the difference being that
L should now satisfy LEP = 0. If the port-Hamiltonian
system is linear and fP is the vector of inputs, then the last
case corresponds to the poles of the Hamiltonian system,
while the first option corresponds to the zeros of the sys-
tem. For a general hybrid partitioning of the port-variables
fP , eP as above, we may define the reduced Dirac structure
corresponding to setting the variables ePi, i ∈ K, fPi, i /∈ K,
equal to zero (while leaving the complementary part free).
B. Linear input-state-output port-Hamiltonian systems
Let us now restrict attention to linear port-Hamiltonian
systems without algebraic constraints given in input-state-
3In the case of Dirac structures on manifolds these matrices will actually
depend on the state variables x.
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output form. They take the form [7], [6]
x˙ = (J −R)Qx+ (G− P )u
y = (GT + PT )Qx+ (M + S)u
(11)
where J and M are skew-symmetric matrices, and R and S

















For a linear input-state-output system the zero-dynamics
as introduced above takes the following explicit form. For
simplicity let us only consider two typical cases. The first one
is where the feedthrough matrix D := M + S is invertible.
In this case, constraining y to zero yields the input value
u = −D−1(GT + PT )Qx
which after substitution leads to the following zero dynamics
x˙ = [J −R− (G− P )D−1(GT + PT )]Qx = (J˜ − R˜)Qx
where J˜ is obtained by adding the skew-symmetric part of
(G − P )D−1(GT + PT ) to J , and similarly R˜ equals R
minus the symmetric part of (G− P )D−1(GT + PT ). The
other typical case is when M +S = 0 (no feedthrough), and
hence also P = 0, in which case the system reduces to
x˙ = (J −R)Qx+Gu
y = GTQx
(12)
Assuming invertibility of Q we may also write this system
into its so-called co-energy variables e = Qx as
e˙ = Q(J −R)e+QGu
y = GT e
(13)
Setting y = GT e to zero then yields the input
u = −(GTQG)−1GTQ(J −R)e
which after substitution leads to the zero-dynamics
e˙ = [Q−QG(GTQG)−1GTQ](J −R)e









the zero-dynamics will be given as
e˙1 = [Q11 −Q12Q−122 Q21](J11 −R11)e1





x˙1 = (J11 −R11)[Q11 −Q12Q−122 Q21]x1
C. Behavioral properties of linear port-Hamiltonian systems
By the definition of a Dirac structure it follows that for
any two vectors of flow and effort variables
(f ix = −x˙i, eix = Qxi, f iR = −ReiR, eiR, ui, yi) ∈ D,
for i = 1, 2, it holds that
< Qx1 | −x˙2 > + < Qx2 | −x˙1 > + < u1 | y2 > +
+ < u2 | y1 > + < e1R | −Re2R > + < e2R | −Re1R >= 0
By symmetry of R this implies
d
dt
x1TQx2 =< u1|y2 > + < u2|y1 > −2 < e1R|Re2R >
(14)
By time-integration of (14) we conclude that for any two
system trajectories satisfying xi(T1) = xi(T2) = 0, i = 1, 2,∫ T2
T1




< e1R(t) | Re2R(t) > dt
This has the following consequences. Assume that the linear
port-Hamiltonian system is controllable. Define B to be the
external behavior of the port-Hamiltonian system, that is, the
set of all its (smooth) input-output trajectories (u(·), y(·)) :
R → U × Y . Furthermore, let Bc denote all trajectories of
compact support in B. Define the behavior B⊥ as the set of
all smooth time trajectories (u⊥(·), y⊥(·)) : R → U × Y
such that∫ ∞
−∞
< y(t) | u⊥(t) > + < y⊥(t) | u(t) > dt = 0 (15)
for all (u(·), y(·)) ∈ Bc. It follows that
B ∩ B⊥ = {(u(·), y(·)) ∈ B | eR(t) = 0,∀t} (16)
Hence B∩B⊥ represents the subbehavior of B without inter-
nal energy-dissipation. (For passive systems this subbehavior
is equal to the so-called subbehavior of minimal dissipation
that was identified in [9] as key to generalizing the passivity-
preserving reduction techniques of [1], [12] to behaviors.)
Note that for a port-Hamiltonian system without resistive
elements (a conservative port-Hamiltonian system) it follows
from (14) that B ⊂ B⊥. In fact, using the techniques in [4]
it can be shown that in the conservative case
B = B⊥ (17)
This has the following appealing interpretation. The exter-
nal behavior B of any conservative linear port-Hamiltonian
system defines an (infinite-dimensional) Dirac structure with
respect to the following indefinite bilinear form on pairs of
functions (u, y) : R→ U × Y of compact support
 (u1, y1), (u2, y2)=
∫ ∞
−∞
u1T (t)y2(t) + u2T (t)y1(t)dt
This can be seen as the dynamic generalization of the fact
that a linear static relation between u ∈ U and y ∈ Y = U∗
is power-conserving if and only if it is a Dirac structure.
ThB04.4
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III. STRUCTURE-PRESERVING MODEL REDUCTION
BASED ON POWER CONSERVATION
Consider a general port-Hamiltonian system, and assume
that we have been able (e.g. by some balancing technique)
to find a splitting of the state space variables x = (x1, x2)
having the property that the x2 coordinates do not much
contribute to the input-output behavior of the system, and
thus could be omitted. It is easily seen that the usual
truncation method for obtaining a reduced-order model in
the reduced state x1 in general does not preserve the port-
Hamiltonian structure (like it will also not preserve the
passivity property, see e.g. [1]). The same holds for the so-
called singular perturbation reduction method.
In which way is it possible to retain the port-Hamiltonian
structure in model reduction ? Recall that in the definition
of a port-Hamiltonian system the vector of flow and effort







x, fR, eR, fP , eP ) ∈ D, (18)
while the flow and effort variables fx, ex are linked to the
constitutive relations of the energy-storage by
x˙1 = −f1x , ∂H∂x1 (x1, x2) = e1x
x˙2 = −f2x , ∂H∂x2 (x1, x2) = e2x,
(19)
The basic idea of structure-preserving model reduction for
port-Hamiltonian systems is to ’cut’ the interconnection
x˙2 = −f2x ,
∂H
∂x2
(x1, x2) = e2x (20)
between the energy storage corresponding to x2 and the
Dirac structure, in such a way that no power is transferred.
This is done by making both power products ( ∂H∂x2 )
T x˙2 and
(e2x)




(x1, x2) = 0, e2x = 0 (21)
The first equation imposes an algebraic constraint
on the space variables x = (x1, x2). Under general
conditions on the Hamiltonian H this constraint allows
one to solve x2 as a function x2(x1) of x1, leading to
a reduced Hamiltonian
Hecred(x
1) := H(x1, x2(x1)) (22)
Furthermore, the second equation defines the reduced
Dirac structure4





x , 0, fR, eR, fP , eP ) ∈ D}
(23)





(x1),−F (eR), eR, fP , eP ) ∈ Decred (24)
4Decred is the composition of the full-order Dirac structure D with the
Dirac structure on the space of flow and effort variables f2x , e
2
x defined by
e2x = 0. This proves [3] that Decred is indeed a Dirac structure.
We will call this reduction method the Effort-constraint




x˙2 = 0, f2x = 0 (25)
The first equation imposes the constraint
x2 = c (constant) (26)
and thus defines the reduced Hamiltonian
H fcred(x
1) := H(x1, c), (27)
while the second equation leads to the reduced Dirac
structure





x, fR, eR, fP , eP ) ∈ D}
(28)






(x1),−F (eR), eR, fP , eP ) ∈ Dfcred (29)
We call this approach the Flow-constraint reduction
method.
3) Set
x˙2 = 0, e2x = 0 (30)
This leads to the reduced-order port-Hamiltonian sys-






(x1, x2) = 0, f2x = 0 (31)
This leads to the port-Hamiltonian system with reduced
Hamiltonian Hecred(x
1) and reduced Dirac structure
Dfcred.
Despite their common basis the above reduction schemes
have different physical interpretations and consequences. To
illustrate this in a simple context, consider an electrical cir-
cuit where x2 corresponds to the charge Q of a single (linear)
capacitor. Application of the Effort-constraint method would
correspond to removing the capacitor (and setting its charge
equal to zero) and short-circuiting the circuit at the location
of the capacitor. On the other hand, the Flow-constraint
method would correspond to open-circuiting the circuit at
the location of the capacitor, and keeping the charge of the
capacittor constant. Method 3 is in this case very similar
to the Effort-constraint method, and corresponds to short-
circuiting, with the minor difference of setting the charge
of the capacitor equal to a constant. Finally, the method 4
corresponds to open-circuiting while setting the charge of




A. Equational representations of reduced-order models
We will now provide explicit equational representations
of the above four methods for structure-preserving model
reduction starting from the general representation by DAEs




(x)− FRF (eR) + EReR + FP fP + EP eP
(32)
where the matrices Fx, Ex, FR, ER, FP , EP satisfy (8). Cor-
responding to the splitting of the state vector x into x =
(x1, x2) and the splitting of the flow and effort vectors fx, ex




















Now the reduced Dirac structure Decred corresponding to the









LecFP fP + LecEP eP = 0
(34)
where Lec is any matrix of maximal rank satisfying
LecF 2x = 0 (35)
Similarly, the reduced Dirac structure Dfcred corresponding to








LfcFP fP + LfcEP eP = 0
(36)
where Lfc is any matrix of maximal rank satisfying
LfcE2x = 0 (37)
It follows that the reduced-order model resulting from ap-






LecEReR + LecFP fP + LecEP eP ,
(38)
whereas the reduced-order model resulting from applying the






LfcEReR + LfcFP fP + LfcEP eP
(39)
Similar expressions follow for the reduced-order models
arising from applying Methods 3 and 4.
B. Reduced models for linear input-state-output port-
Hamiltonian systems
In the case of linear input-state-output port-Hamiltonian
systems (12) (for simplicity without feedthrough term) the
above reduced-order models take the following form. For
clarity of notation denote K := J −R (thus J is the skew-
symmetric part and −R the symmetric part of K). Splitting
of the state vector into x = (x1, x2) then leads to the

































Rewriting these equations as DAEs (32), and applying the
Effort-constraint reduction method as above, yields (assum-
ing that Q22 is invertible) the reduced model
x˙1 = K11(Q11 −Q12Q−122 Q21)x1 +G1u
y = GT1 (Q11 −Q12Q−122 Q21)x1
(41)
This was already shown by direct methods in [10]5. The
application of the Flow-constraint method is more involved.
For simplicity of exposition we will only consider the case
G2 = 0. The Flow-constraint method is then seen to
lead (assuming that K22 is invertible) to the reduced port-
Hamiltonian model




IV. EFFORT- AND FLOW-CONSTRAINT REDUCTION AS
PROJECTION-BASED REDUCTION
The Effort-constraint and Flow-constraint reduction meth-
ods for linear port-Hamiltonian systems have a direct inter-
pretation in terms of projection-based reduction methods [1],
[8]. Consider a port-Hamiltonian system (9) with quadratic
Hamiltonian H(x) = 12x
TQx, Q = QT > 0, and linear
damping fR = −ReR given as
Fxx˙ = ExQx− FRReR + EReR + FP fP + EP eP (43)
Let us first consider the Flow-constraint reduction method re-
sulting from setting f2x = and x˙
2 = x2 = 0. This corresponds





, with k = dimx1, with






order port-Hamiltonian system (39) arising from applying the
Flow-constraint method is seen to result from substituting the
embedded state into the DAEs (43), while projecting this
dynamics on the reduced vector x1 of state variables, by
premultiplication with the matrix Lfc.
For the interpretation of the Effort-constraint reduction
method as a projection-based reduction method we will first
rewrite the linear port-Hamiltonian system in terms of its
co-energy variables e := Qx as
FxQ
−1e˙ = Exe− FRReR +EReR + FP fP +EP eP (44)
Then the reduced-order port-Hamiltonian system (38) arising
from applying the Effort-constraint method is seen to result
5In [10] it was furthermore shown how the Kalman-decomposition
of a non-minimal linear input-state-output port-Hamiltonian system is a
combination of Effort- and Flow-constraint reduction.
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the dynamics (44), and then projecting this dynamics on the
reduced state vector e1 by premultiplication with the matrix
Lec. Thus the Flow- and Effort-constraint reduction methods
define special projection-based reduction methods which are
by construction atructure-preserving (and thus, if Q > 0,
passivity- and stability-preserving).
For linear input-state-output port-Hamiltonian systems
(12) (again for simplicity of exposition without feedthrough
term) the interpretation of the Flow-constraint reduction
method as a projection-based reduction method specializes
as follows. Denote as above K := J − R. Then we rewrite




Under the assumption that imG ⊂ imV (corresponding
to the previously made assumption G2 = 0), the Flow-
constraint reduction now corresponds to the following projec-
tion of the dynamics onto a dynamics involving the reduced
state vector xred
Kˆ−1x˙red = Qˆxred + Kˆ−1Gˆu
y = GˆT Qˆxred
(46)
where
Kˆ−1 = V TK−1V, Qˆ = V TQV, Kˆ−1Gˆ = V TK−1G
In case of the Effort-constraint reduction method we rewrite
the co-energy variable representation (13) as (assuming in-
vertibility of Q)
Q−1e˙ = Ke+Gu
y = GT e
(47)
Effort-constraint reduction then corresponds to the following
projection of the dynamics onto a dynamics involving the
reduced state vector ered
Qˆ−1e˙red = Kˆered + Gˆu
y = GˆT ered
(48)
where
Qˆ−1 = V TQ−1V, Kˆ = V TKV, Gˆ = V TG
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have discussed a number of basic prop-
erties of port-Hamiltonian systems which are relevant for
model reduction, including their DAE representations. We
have presented a family of structure-preserving reduction
methods which are based on power-conservation. Further-
more, we have discussed the relation of the Effort- and Flow-
constraint reduction methods for general port-Hamiltonian
DAEs with projection-based methods, extending the results
of [10], [11] on linear input-state-output port-Hamiltonian
systems.
Of course, the tight connection with projection-based
reduction methods suggests many further research questions,
motivated e.g. by [8]. One is the splitting of the state
variables x = (x1, x2), which may be based on Krylov-type
methods or on balancing methods. We refer to [16] for a
discussion of various balancing methods for passive systems.
The relation with the passivity-preserving model reduction
techniques of e.g. [1], [12] also needs further clarification.
Another possibility that we want to investigate in further
work is to terminate the flows and efforts f2x , e
2
x by a resistive
relation f2x = −De2x (for some D = DT > 0), instead of
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